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To Istanbul, for a whirlwind weekend to celebrate the birthday of Serdar Gülgün—tastemaker, decorator, and bon viveur—at an Ottoman ball.

I raced from the plane to the beautiful and gleamingly restored 16th-century Kilic Ali Pasa Hamam, built by the architect Sinan between 1578–1583. (NB:
The hammam maintains separate hours for men and women, so do check before visiting.) Finding myself restored with apple tea and almond biscuits, I
emerged feeling daisy-fresh to change for the festivities which began with welcome drinks in the Palazzo Corpi, today the historic part of the city’s highly
convivial Soho House. Built in palatial Italianate style by the architects Giacomo Leoni and Georgio Stampa between 1873 and 1882 for the wealthy
Genoese merchant ship owner Ignazio Corpi, it seems as though no expense was spared, so it is a pity that Corpi did not live to see its completion. The
house served as the American embassy from 1906, and from 1937—as Ankara had by then become Turkey’s capital and administrative hub—as the
consulate general. By 2003, when greater security was required, the consulate was relocated, and Soho House acquired it on a long-term lease in 2014,
building a stylish modern facility next door for the guest bedrooms. The Palazzo Corpi’s high-ceilinged rooms, with their frescoed walls and ceilings and
parquet and marble floors, have kept their unrestored, ochred patina, and the effect is astonishingly potent and evocative.
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Dinner was held in the subterranean depths of the modern annex, which Serdar had cunningly decorated in Belle Epoque style, with banquet tables
bearing tall glass vases spilling palm fronds. I sat between Valentino muse Countess Georgina Brandolini d’Adda and former Karl Lagerfeld muse
Princess Diane de Beauvau-Craon, which was highly amusing. Dancing followed, and by the small hours, I realized that I ought to pace myself if I was
going to make it through the weekend.



On the morrow, I set off with a group for the Topkapi Palace Museum, now undergoing something of a gleaming restoration itself. Alas, the fabled
emeralds of the treasury are put away for safekeeping as that wing is being restored, but the room of the armaments is filled with wonders, and the
harem proves itself a very gilded cage, having recently emerged from its own spick-and-span restoration. The Queen Mother’s gray marble bathroom
complex alone is worth the price of admission.

Then a tantalizing walk past the Hagia Sophia and the Blue Mosque—both of them true wonders of this East-meets-West world—to the spice market for
lunch in the delightful, peacock-tiled Pandeli restaurant. Trying to navigate the Grand Bazaar with a group of friends, as I discovered, is not for the
fainthearted. One person is after carpets (spoilt for choice), another wants towels (ditto), someone else fancies a playful headdress for tonight’s party,
and another is focused on Turkish delight. One thing is certain: You need a lot of time to navigate this extraordinary emporium, along with some very good
tips, as the offerings can be overwhelming. Luckily, designer Rifat Özbek supplied me with some great ones on a previous visit, and Serdar is a fount of
knowledge himself, as evidenced by his 2011 Assouline tome The Grand Bazaar Istanbul.



I braved the notorious Istanbul traffic for high tea at the Pera Palace Hotel, where Agatha Christie holed up in room 411 to write Murder on the Orient
Express, originally published on the first day of 1934 (and turned into one of my all-time favorite movies in 1974).

Thence, to change into black tie for the festivities and set off with a group who might have stepped off of Ms. Christie’s fabled train—though instead, we
stepped onto a boat at the glittering Four Seasons Hotel on the Bosporus. On we sailed, past one amazing riverside palace after another, until we alighted
and were led to Serdar’s amazing 19th-century painted wooden yali, perched above jungled gardens and wonderfully designed for entertaining—as his
book Ottoman Chic makes abundantly clear. Serdar’s pretty niece Begüm Kiroglu was mistress of ceremonies in My Fair Lady black-and-white stripes,
an aigrette in her hair, and lashings of the fabulous jewelry she designs.



Yaz Bukey, whimsically dressed as a green-stemmed, bright pink flower, found a happy resting place in a splendid gilded throne that turned out to have
once belonged to her great-grandfather, the mischievous King Farouk of Egypt. Bruno Frisoni found a tall fez in a collection forming a stylish tablescape
and spent most of the evening whirling like a dervish in it. Drinks were served downstairs, dinner upstairs, and the comely belly dancers oscillated
between the two. Serdar was serenaded by a jazz band and joined in the crooning, and sometime after midnight, many of the guests donned fake
mustaches to match his own luxuriant example. And… much Bosphorescent fun was had by all.


